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By Dan Osarchuk

Daniel Osarchuk. Paperback. Condition: New. Traci Meek (illustrator). 256 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in.
x 6.0in. x 0.6in.Imagine a future where people have returned to the Ways of Old and magic has
returned along with it. A world where the Lights have gone Out and those who would survive must
trust ones own self, god, or eccentric local master. A time when terrifying horrors and amazing
experiences dwell at the very edge of consciousness in the New Dark Ages, a gripping reality that is
far more possible than one might dare to believe. Join the travels of Oborren the hunter, Kolveig
the Karlist, and Brymanah the amazon as they uncover the sinister nature of the Insolitus Novus.
Follow the incredible journey into insight of Halfdan the Odinnic, as he faces the bizarre Cult of Rti.
See just how relevant this work of prospective mythology might be to the current world that you
now find yourself in. Night Skies Over Valhallow: a novel about life, love, magic, and the way things
might seem to be- where fantasy and philosophy meet the Shenandoah Valley. Will you This item
ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

The book is great and fantastic. It usually does not price excessive. I am happy to tell you that this is the greatest ebook i actually have read during my
personal existence and can be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Abbie Feest-- Abbie Feest

Comprehensive manual for publication lovers. We have read through and so i am confident that i am going to going to read yet again once more down
the road. I am easily could get a enjoyment of looking at a created pdf.
-- Guy Ruecker-- Guy Ruecker
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